
 

 

My name is Geoff Riegle and I will be running for the Foothills Hockey Association (FHA) Coaching 

Representative for the 2013/2014 season. I have played hockey now for 37 years and have been a youth 

hockey coach for 17 years coaching all levels and age groups from U8s to College Club at Binghamton 

University. I have been a coach with FHA for the last 7 seasons, 2 at Squirt A, 2 at Midget Minor AA and 

last 3 years at Midget Major AA. For the last 6 years, I have also had heavy involvement with the U8 

program and I will continue this role. 

Through my last 7 years I have seen success in the growth of our players both at the U8s and the Midget 

levels. This is not only in the skill development, but also in the players understanding of the game; their 

roles, responsibilities and game tactics and systems. This has some to do with coaching, more to do with 

coaches being teachers, leaders and motivators, but mostly to do with consistency of what players are 

learning and executing as a team.  

I’ve seen this in the growth of players I’ve had over the last 5 years at Midgets (even new players this 

past season) and the growth of what FHA and USA Hockey ADM have brought to the U8s. I’d like to help 

and see this consistency reach our Squirts, PW and Bantam players more over the next few years. As we 

saw throughout last season of our U8s and a few other teams, consistency will help maintain 

competiveness of our teams, help retain players to continue their hockey careers as Foothills Flyers and 

especially keep the enjoyment of the game within each of us (playing, coaching and as parents). 

There have been many efforts in making sure there are an abundance of tools in place for coaches to 

use (books, practice plans, videos to reviews, dryland training modules, etc.) as well as this past season 

helping re-equipt the dryland training facility, introduction of coaches Aid, video editing capability for all 

coaches and maintaining the shooting cage. We also instituted a 14er club at the u8s seeing over 60% of 

the U8 players put in over 210 hours in the shooting cage and taking over 60,000 shots in 3 months. 

Knowing coaching is a volunteer position; but that coaches have a responsibility to be a teacher, a leader 

and a motivator it will be my job to make sure the coaches in place have everything they need to be 

successful in those attributes. 

I believe that coaches are also to be held accountable for being mentors and leaders as well. I want to 

make sure the “coaches are coached” by understanding the skills, systems and tactics being taught are 

age appropriate and working on the tools for these players to make the next level. ADM does this very 

well from U8s through Pee Wees at least one-time per week. I want to make sure this continues 

throughout all team practices whether it is done through coaching meetings, on-ice sessions, availability 

at practices and even an open forum to answer coaching questions and comments. I’ll be the first to 

admit I don’t and won’t have all the answers, but the collective team of coaches, if all working to teach a 

common theme, will be able to.  

I would appreciate your consideration for me as your coaching representative next season.  Thank you. 

Yours in Hockey, 

 

Geoff Riegle 


